
Private residence in the heart of Mayfair  
This prestigious project in the heart of Mayfair demanded the highest quality professionalism to 
meet the exacting standards required.

Woodcraft Joinery commissioned S.A. Kelly to provide the second phase refurbishment of 
luxury apartment, in the heart of Mayfair. 
Following the conversion of two apartments into one, Woodcraft Joinery commissioned S.A. Kelly to provide a total
refurbishment for the second phase of the development. This prestigious project in the heart of Mayfair demanded the 
highest quality professionalism to meet the exacting standards required.

continued overleaf...  



Providing a first-class service in all aspects of painting and decorating
The combined expertise of designers, architects and decorators ensured a perfect mix of traditional skills and
modern materials where used to striking effect. An arresting colour palette, original lighting and sumptuous bathroom 
scheme all contributed to the dramatic but luxurious ambience. The desirability of this high-end domestic property was 
greatly enhanced and S.A. Kelly again proved their calibre in the pursuit of excellence.

S A Kelly Ltd.
Web:  www.sakelly.co.uk
Email: info@sakelly.co.uk
Phone: 07802 548870

High-quality finishing

Top:  
The client wanted a modern, airy feel to the 
master bedroom, the design team used subtle 
colours and delicate lighting to achieve this.  
 
Bottom:  
A minimalist approach with clean, fresh 
lines was applied to the décor in the living 
and dining areas. The open plan layout was 
designed to make maximum use of the light 
from the two large feature windows.

Continuity of style enhances the ambience
S.A. Kelly ensured that the clean, minimalist design was continued throughout 
the whole property, ensuring a smooth transition from room to room.  A 
perfectionist approach was taken to ceiling fixtures and finishes, believing that 
they can make or break a room.

Our thanks go to Woodcraft Joinery for 
allowing us to feature this project.

http://www.woodcraftjoinery.co.uk/
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